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Quick Overview:

- ACS Research
- OnTheMap Version 6
- OnTheMap for Emergency Management
Research with ACS

**American Community Survey**
- Ongoing household survey with annual data releases
- Sample size: ~3 million households/year
- For employed persons (at work "LAST WEEK"), the survey asks for Name of Employer, Firm Ownership Status, Firm Industry, and Work Address

**Local Employment Dynamics**
- Quarterly administrative data
- Includes all employment covered by state unemployment insurance systems
- Establishment locations from QCEW, for multiple-establishment firms, most workers are imputed to locations.
A limited sample of matched records between the LED Infrastructure and the ACS microdata for exploratory purposes.
• Understand current data products by way of microdata comparisons
• Communicate findings and guidelines to data users
• Identify opportunities to improve data quality

A limited sample of
OnTheMap Version 6

- Performance Improvements!!!
- New Data (Now and Soon)
- New Functionality
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OnTheMap Family Tools/Applications

- OnTheMap for Emergency Management
- OnTheMap Mobile
- Other Concepts
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